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It must be conveyed to beginning design students that designing occurs not simply due to an 
inspired moment but as a result of rigorous transformative interactions between thinking and 
making in which concepts are discovered and transformed and finally realized in concrete form. 
To initiate this attitude and practice in introductory design studios, a fundamental difficulty must 
be overcome. Encountering the abstractness of design thinking is frequently problematic for 
students new to design. Attempting to work abstractly causes a distancing and disengagement 
from actuality that frequently fosters reliance on preconceptions or known solutions, rather than 
through explorations and discoveries of their own volition. Fully engaging initial learning 
experiences are crucial for new design students because they structure future learning 
paradigms. Deep fundamental initial queries are necessarily personally transforming and form the 
body of an inquiry base for future learning activities. Initial learning experiences, therefore, must 
grab hold and challenge beyond mere behavior patterns or internal experience and must connect 
personally to a student’s experiential life, their thoughts, ideas, dreams, and consciousness, while 
realizing external consequence within a larger and very tangible world.1  
 
This paper argues that Constructionist learning methodology offers an optimal pedagogy for 
initiating students to design education because it builds connections between thinking and 
making, between the abstractness of ideas and the concreteness of lived experience. A 
Constructionist approach is an outgrowth of the developmental learning theories of Jean Piaget, 
who claims that ideas are not absorbed by students, but are constructed in the mind of  the 
learner. Thus, ideas are developed best when learners engage directly in making objects in the 
world, by coming into engaged relationship with them and the knowledge needed for their 
construction, which causes this knowledge to become concrete.2  When students make objects 
external to themselves, they make explicit decisions about how to build connections between 
fragments of knowledge. For example, which pieces of knowledge should be incorporated and 
which can be reasonably omitted?  By engaging with the wicked challenges of the realness of 
constructing with actual materials, students will first realize that the fecundity of design intentions 
is directly in their hands, and in the tools they use. In the classroom, a Constructionist 
pedagogical position for initial learning experiences presents the opportunity to work concretely 
with materials in direct engagement by designing and making full scale objects. In so doing 
students cultivate their own curiosity, their own questions, and their own seeking. Traditional 
approaches to beginning design, where externally analytical and abstract, reductive, non-
exploratory exercises aimed are at “skills acquisition,” do not provoke educational situations 
where goals and needs are for primary learning experiences that seek a transformation of the 
student’s own role in learning sound design practices and raising fundamental inquiries about 
design thinking, design processes, and in the nature of the world around them. 
 
Beginning design students tend to believe that the parameters for design decisions are the 
exclusive province of factors outside themselves (what the teacher wants, the right answer, 
knowing “how to” do something, function, cultural paradigms, institutional “knowledge,” and so 
forth). To the contrary, making as an initial design learning experience has implications for future 
learning experiences by grounding independent development of decision-making paradigms 
within students’ own direct experiences of the concrete world. In the form of an object-lesson, 
making things internalizes precepts for design thinking and decision-making in the personal, 



  

  

independent, and directly activated parameters and constraints of reciprocal engagements with 
and observations of one’s own concrete actions in the world. Internalizing this self-responsibility 
for design decisions forms the kernel of the journey toward critical awareness of and relation to 
design parameters from outside sources. Early recognition of direct responsibility for design 
decision-making not only frames a model for continued development as a designer, but also 
germinates the act of basic inquiry as an inexhaustible well for supporting development of 
successive architectural designing.     
 
Constructing Constructionism 
 
Making, through the lens of Constructionism, provides a significant basis for design pedagogy 
and curricular structure that can be justified through educational psychology and theories of 
instruction that then can inform the ground of subsequent developmental learning experiences. 
Initially, justification of a pedagogy of making resides in the perspective of phenomenology, which 
looks at an individual in explicit connection to the world, not a mere operational ‘captain’ of the 
body as a vessel, but as an embodied mind concretely and uniquely engaged with the world. 
Architect Peter Zumthor eloquently summarizes the significance of the relation of architecture to 
the position of phenomenology when he states that, “Architecture is always concrete matter’ that 
needs to be “executed” rather than merely abstractly represented on paper. Only than can its 
sensuous experience come into being. Zumthor believes that, teaching design involves efforts “to 
discover and consciously work with these qualities...”3  According to philosopher Maurice 
Merleau-Ponty, an embodied mind develops its relation to the world because of that world, of that 
world, and not in absentia from it.4  Just as the experience of architecture does not happen solely 
in the mind, beginning designers are not merely abstract intellect to be molded. ‘Teaching to the 
brain’ abstracts from the whole person, rather than incorporating the context of a student’s 
environment and experience, toward full responsibility for the material actualization in which 
designed objects are experienced.  
 
Education researcher, Seymour Papert, developed a theory of learning called Constructionism 
based upon the developmental learning theories of Jean Piaget.5  Papert believes constructionist 
learning supports, 
 

“...building knowledge structures through progressive internalization of actions… It then 
adds the idea that this happens especially felicitously in a context where the learner is 
consciously engaged in constructing a public entity, whether it’s a sand castle on the 
beach or a theory of the universe.”6 

 
A constructionist approach holds that when learners construct objects in the world, they come into 
engaged relationship with them and the knowledge needed for their construction, increasing the 
likelihood that this knowledge will become concrete. By constructing concrete objects in the world 
external to them, students are forced to make explicit decisions about how to connect different 
pieces of their knowledge. Basic questions are raised about the developmental relationship of 
knowledge to action, as manifest in the transformations and iterations of the material project 
being constructed. Makers must investigate how one piece of knowledge connects with another 
and which are the most basic. Makers must also determine which pieces of knowledge are 
significant enough to incorporate into the construction and which can be reliably omitted. This 
cycle of self-directed learning is an iterative process by which learners invent and develop for 
themselves the tools and representations that best afford the explorations of greatest concern to 
them.7 
 



  

  

Because of its greater focus on learning through making rather than overall cognitive potentials, 
Constructionism emphasizes how ideas are formed and transformed when explored through 
different media and actualized in context when worked out by individual thought and effort. The 
emphasis shifts from learning universals to an individual student’s own “conversation” with their 
own experience, representations, and concrete artifacts, or as Papert calls them, “objects-to-think 
with.”  For Papert, projecting out our inner experience and ideas is key to learning - learning 
occurs most effectively when learners are engaged in constructing personally meaningful 
projects.8   Encouraging an externalization of knowledge in an object being made promulgates 
seeing it as a distinct other with which we can come into meaningful relationship. This 
experiences teaches that the act of design is not a mere manifestation of “intuitions,’ thereby 
reducing the tendency toward a naive view that design ideas are sudden and brilliant inspirations 
(i.e., a light bulb suddenly ‘coming on’).  
 
Incorporation of concrete experience into a developmental cycle is the basis of the educational 
theories of psychological theorist Jean Piaget Piaget believed that children actively and 
purposefully create their own structure for knowledge as they seek to make sense of the world 
from their own experiences. Piaget’s research describes four stages in the development of 
cognition, or thinking. In the initial sensorimotor stage learning structures are formed in actions 
taken while making direct, concrete connection with the world as a way of mediating between 
perceptions and the actual objects and events in the environment. In the second “preoperational” 
stage, symbols are developed intentionally to let one thing stand for something else, however, 
these symbols depend on contact with the concrete world.  Additionally, the use of reflection is 
developed to help test and think these connections through logically. In the third, concrete 
operational stage, concepts are engaged but depend on relation of the concepts to tangible or 
concrete situations. In the final formal operational stage, the capacity is developed for reasoning 
abstractly about the concepts of stage three through the use of propositional thought using 
symbolic representations (e.g., words; thoughts; mental images) without requiring constant 
reference to concrete objects or events. Another way to describe this stage is when learners are 
able to think about thinking (meta-cognitive).9  Piaget’s ideas are significant because they stress 
the idea of developmental relationships, that one act of learning is built upon another as a 
learning structure of an evolving representation of mind/body/environment interactions analogous 
to a mapping of our nervous systems and neural network on our activities and the world itself.   
 
Drawing on the developmental theories of Piaget, education psychologist, David Kolb expanded 
on experience as a basis of learning into continuous and phased learning cycles. Basic to Kolb’s 
experiential learning model is that learning is a process where concepts are derived from and 
continuously modified by experience. Kolb believes that, “Learning is the process whereby 
knowledge is created through the transformation of experience.”10  David Kolb’s theory of 
experiential learning identifies concrete learning and abstract learning as two opposing yet 
complimentary and fundamental means for acquiring and acting on knowledge. In Kolb’s model, 
concrete learning methods occur in immediate experiential contact in which there is direct 
engagement through heuristic manipulation and discovery, followed by reflective observation and 
judgment. Abstract learning involves cognitive mental mechanisms utilizing indirect 
representational cues and symbols in acts of conceptualization, synthesis, and experimentation. 
Interactive cycling of concrete and abstract modes form the basic staging of learning and 
pedagogy.   
 
Making things in design exercises is working with the concrete experience of physical qualities. 
Making things, following Kolb, gives the student an opportunity to self-correct and learn from 
experience by making approximations as an adjustment of mental representations. Concrete 
experience and reflective observation is a form of learning by doing - a heuristic process of trial 



  

  

and reflection - that feeds on the concrete in a complex interactivity with the abstract in which 
each mode mutually modifies the other as knowledge and experience develop. This model 
mirrors more common basic human learning relationships such as thinking and doing, thought 
and action, mind and hand, and materials and intentions. Making things actualizes essential 
aspects of concrete and abstract learning processes that are both specific and universal functions 
of foundation education.  Making is a structural approach that holistically defines transformational 
synthesis of the concretely physical with abstract content.  Developmental activity is exploratory, 
therefore developmental learning must be exploratory. This is not a groundbreaking concept. It is 
common sense. 
 
If the ‘common sense’ of making things is applied to beginning design experiences the self-
actualizing aspects of learning through the concreteness of making things become the substance 
of subsequent learning experiences. In his book, Thinking about Teaching and Learning - 
Developing Habits of Learning with First Year College and University Students, educator Robert 
Leamnson, makes an argument, following the theory of brain-based learning, that learning 
involves self-initiated brain changes.11 These changes occur primarily in the ability to detect 
patterns of experience and make self-correcting approximations through analysis and self-
reflection. Thus, first learning experiences establish not just a pattern, but a biological 
neurostructure for learning that is a ‘hard-wired’ paradigm for all subsequent learning 
experiences. First experiences biologically set in place the future conditions for the reception of 
learning. Our brain is the hub of the nervous system but according to brain-based learning theory 
effecting change through the body is necessary for brain changes. Our nervous systems have 
their origin in our bodies as our bodies establish a relationship to the physical world.  If concrete 
experience is biologically formative, should not initial learning experiences be those that best 
enable self-initiated decision-making consistent with the biological interactivity between body and 
mind, between, respectively, the concrete and the abstract?  Making is an activity that engages 
the whole individual learner by directly engaging them in manipulating materials while continually 
and simultaneously engaging the mind. This is echoed in Donald Schon’s description of  
“refection-in-action,” as that state of engagement when one is not simply thinking about what one 
is doing, but instead is doing two things in one.12  Donald Schon’s argument is that reflective 
practice requires diagnosis, testing, and belief in personal causation. Applied to design activities, 
‘diagnosis’ is the ability to identify and constrain a design issue through use of professional 
knowledge, past experience, the uniqueness of the circumstances and people involved, and 
expectations held by external agents. Once a design issue or set of issues is identified, the 
student would be required to engage in on-the-spot experimentation and reflective thought to test 
for alternatives. In this way, the engaged student will accept responsibility for his/her actions as 
these provide the conviction to act under uncertain conditions.13 
 
Actualizing ideas by constructing them in the world makes them tangible and shareable in 
communication with others in critical dialog that, consequently, shapes and refines these ideas. 
Learning things by making, as an act that is exploratory and discovery-based, does not predicate 
a particular outcome and encourages a student to establish their own measures for critical self-
judgment. Projects fostering making by their very nature become a context for testing for 
possibilities and constraints as the maker constructs their own frame for the project. This is very 
different than projects that are more deterministically contrived, where the outcome is framed for 
the students prior to any tangible engagement in the project.  In other words, learning by doing is 
better than learning by being told. 
 
 
Making Is Active Thought  
 



  

  

In his book, Making and Thinking, Andrew Harrison attributes a maker’s concept of the object 
being made as emergent from an understanding of what is done with materials, especially in  
consideration of the social and moral context of this idea as it is materialized in physical form. 
Harrison believes, “The process of a maker’s activity has to with his materials: it is a contingent 
fact that normally such a process is necessary for bringing any new thing made into being.”14  
Emerging in this contingent relationship are the forms of thought involved in the act of making 
things as a relationship between thinking and acting. Harrison describes this as “thought in action 
and thought about action” in which there is a “process of discovery of what it is that one is making 
in the process of making it.”15 
 
Making thus has to do chiefly with processes of discovery that are manifest in two principle forms: 
1] discovery of the material conditions of achieving an intended result, and 2] the emergence of 
one’s own understanding of one’s own ends. These discoveries are made with respect either to 
the attention one is paying to the artifact being brought into being or through the continual 
modification of the mental image of what one intends to bring into the world. A maker is paying 
attention not to something mental, but to something material, to “the not-yet-finished object” being 
worked on. Such work involves concentration, absorption, and constant, continual evaluation and 
attention to something concrete and outside oneself. To make something the “myth of means and 
ends” is left behind in not trying to visualize the finished object but in allowing the process of 
making to “work its ways.”  One cannot realize what one may ‘want,’ intend, or desire in total 
without forming an elementary dialog between the maker and the material.16  
 

“The materials shape themselves as they are shaped by the maker, and as they are 
shaped so they not only conform to what he wants but can be seen as conforming more 
and more to how he comes to see how they might be.”17  

 
Engagement in making always causes the student to engage in and reflect on relationships of 
process as basic to design activities - to formulate for themselves basic structures of process. 
And fundamental to early development of process is the direct experience of the transformational 
nature of engagement with making. “Making, whether of things or of theories, is always in this 
sense a matter of attending to the material conditions of its activity whatever else may be 
involved.”18 Makers always have the actual physical world as a constraint.  
 
 
Making Is Exploratory and Inherently Situated within Thought 
 
Making is a process of exploration: of materials, of forces, of conceptualizations and intentions, 
and of one’s self. It is not a matter of genius or talent, because making is probing and evaluating, 
looking for new terrain, for substantiation of one’s beliefs or intuitions about the reliability of 
changing direction. Discoveries made along the path of exploration change the path or change 
one’s guiding principles or intentions for walking the path. Author Martin Kreiger explains this 
metaphorically, “How we range over terrain and explore it depends on the terrain’s structure. And 
what we know of that structure depends on our explorations.”19  In making things, exploration of 
materials and technique means encountering, and playing with reciprocal cycles of possibilities 
and realities as an exploration of design concepts, and mutually, concepts are  reformulated by 
directives of material actuality and necessity.   
 
Involvement in the path of making for a beginning design student leads by necessity to 
exploration of unfamiliar ground. Most students come to beginning design with ideas about what 
they believe should be happening but often (to their reckoning) is not, especially given their lack 
of mature exposure to the idea of a designed world. It is an instructor’s task not to lead a student 



  

  

on this path but to aid beginning design students in the development of sensibilities so they may 
guide themselves. Kreiger aptly sums up the nature and nurture of the intricacies of making 
decisions in unfamiliar ground: 
     

“Sensible explorers adjust their itineraries to the local terrain, revising their notions of the 
territory along the way. They feel out the land and when they are surprised, they wonder 
why their initial expectations are now wrong. They do have some common sense ideas 
about how they are led astray. So they can use the knowledge of their errors to model 
more closely both how the world is constructed and the kinds of errors they will make in 
the future. And so explorers know something of the terrain, its deceptions, and their own 
self-deceptions.”20 

 
It is not just errors but discoveries that open new doors. An iterative cycle of making actualizes 
discovery within learning, resulting in the kind of learning that effects deep thinking that will 
readily exhibit in the design projects themselves and aid in the engagement of future heuristic 
experiences.                                
 
Tasks involved in operations of making situate the contingencies of the qualities and resistances 
of material substances with respect to possible design outcomes. Harrison believes that learning 
when making things develops situated knowledge when he states that, “The problems of making 
are not concerned with makers’ knowledge but with the nature of his thought in what he is 
doing.”21  Making requires constant judgment of what is being done in terms of intentions, what 
the outcome will be, and what will work and will not work. Judgments made during acts of making 
are about reconciliation with the actual world. Elucidation of conceptualized purposefulness takes 
this actualization as its only and immediate, situated context. Within this context are the decisions 
of the maker, as a simultaneous actualization of the self of the maker and realization of ideas in 
the world.  
 
A maker is always already actively involved in reflective observation within the process of making 
through a constant cycle of acting and judging. If deeply engaged, a maker will seem 
unapproachably distant, or even at times disengaged. If reflective observations can be made 
public in situ through dialog and critique, a maker may gain meta-cognitive recognition of design 
process as outside themselves, a state of awareness all designers struggle to achieve as given 
yet tenuous condition of designing. In the studio this state may take on the character of a 
breakthrough or epiphanous moment of deeper insight. This can take many forms, from a 
conceptual realization of clarity to finding the proper angle of a chisel against the grain of a piece 
of wood.  These are the important moments of deepest inquiry, moments that remain and sustain, 
inquiries that are built upon in later years of design studios and into practice.     
 
Making Connotes Reflecting 
 
Centrally important to making as a design learning experience is that these activities are 
combined with implicit and explicit thinking that extends and refines the making.  Andrew Harrison 
compounds these relationships when he states that, “Thinking is always a process of 
construction, of making something.  Making is a process of thought.”22  Implicit thinking activities 
occur in direct engagement with the tasks of making itself and involve issues such as judgments 
of the resistance of materials, choices about what material to use, which tools to use, and 
judgments about joinery, thicknesses, surface treatments, and so forth  Explicit thinking involves 
experiences, observations, and reflective judgments by one’s self of one’s work or in consort with 
others involved in these same activities.  This occurs a number of different ways in the studio 
where making things occurs: 1] asking questions through interaction with others involved with 



  

  

making, and 2] through more formal critique sessions where more structured thinking operations 
can occur (i.e., summarizing, observing, classifying, interpreting, criticizing, seeking assumptions, 
imagining, hypothesizing, coding, applying facts, and so forth).23 
 
Experiencing how things are made in depth is transferable because a maker is involved in a 
process of thinking in action in which strings of thoughts are modified in response to external 
conditions and changes to these conditions. A relationship of thought to action is established in 
which processes of thinking and modifying thinking occurs as a kind of construction that is 
reciprocal with material actions and actions on materials. This relationship is continuous in that 
both making and thought have consequences.  Making is learning because there are 
consequences. And this experience is foundational because, in making something, thought has 
been made inextricably related to actions on materials. Making fosters an unfolding of concepts. 
Development of ideas occurs through iteration - for every action there is a reaction concretely 
evident in the material. This corresponds to many models of design process as a funneling spiral 
toward optimal resolution. Non-linear and progressive heuristic activities (i.e. imaging, presenting, 
testing) fuel the project development.24 Strategy-seeking for developing ideas is driven by 
externally modeling and prototype building. Descriptive and expressive drawing skills for many 
students are still nascent in the first semester. Making allows a full expression of learning without 
the reluctance associated with not yet having full comprehension and control of drawing 
techniques. 
 
Reflective critique is used to foster development and a deeper understanding.  Reflecting on 
constructed design projects provides an introduction to critique as a reflective technique that is 
immersed in and necessary to the processes of making. Students learn to value reflective 
discussion because it stimulates and furthers their own inquiries into what they are doing, clarifies 
questions their project may be engaged with, and builds connections to other forms of designing, 
objects, environments, and design intentions. Verbal description is used as a basis for reflective 
discourse because it is based in the students own observations from their own level of experience 
and engagement. Descriptive critique readily builds into other criticisms that have greater 
complexity and broader complexity. In fact it typically will lead to discussion of the architectonics 
of the campus buildings in which the design class is being held or of the immediate objects at 
hand. 
       
Conclusion 
 
Desired learning experiences like those encountered in design projects cannot be reliably 
reduced to abstract externalities, particularly when the target fundamental comprehension is too 
complex for mere skill-building and both relies on and feeds off the understanding, development, 
and transformation of the designer. Top-down abstract approaches have inherent shortcomings.  
Initiating design learning does not indicate simply supplying students with information and asking 
them to assimilate it. To the contrary, making is always an optimal initial design learning 
experience as it is engagement in process, in decision-making, of building links between thoughts 
and actions as transformative acts necessary to designing, not in the form of an abstract coercion 
or contrivance. Representations are then seen as links between thinking and doing, rather than a 
subrogation of one for the other. In this way, constructing objects always allows for reconstruction 
and evaluation of the traces of making. Most importantly, making things always places the 
student in the engaged space of enmeshing material manipulations with conceptual development 
that is always personally meaningful, grounded and significant to them, established on their level, 
and within their particular learning context, thus closing the distancing effects caused by the 
abstraction design students experience in early design studios.  
 



  

  

The intent of a Constructionist pedagogy of making is to engage directly with materials and in so 
doing perform design work that begins with a student’s own curiosity, questions, and inquiries, 
thus giving students a personal stake in activating their own learning paradigms. This approach 
recognizes a student’s particular learning experience is as much his/her own determinant as it is 
an objective of a project. Interaction with materials happens on the level of the individual, not in 
response to the homogenizing forces of pre-determined project constraints or directed outcome 
exercises and thus is a readily interiorized form of knowledge. Making is a pedagogy that is in-
itself a summary of design activities, allowing work from conception to full-scale construction of an 
actual object that can be judged for what it is rather than what it represents. Lack of success in 
actualizing a project is typically self-evident in the project evaluation of the greater public context 
that occurs in project review and reflective critique when all projects are recontextualized in mass 
display for all to compare. 
 
Making decisions about materials is making decisions about design. Making facilitates heuristic 
learning methodology and thus directly develops design process as a primary and interiorized 
learning experience. Making necessarily engages developmental processes in the planning and 
production of iterations, thus any propensity to delay progressive, developmental work efforts 
obfuscates last minute production that lacks adequate consideration. Skills acquisition is 
embedded in making and thus represents a grounding in the value and relationship of design and 
workmanship that will be built upon. As the theory of Constructionism suggests, making shifts the 
emphasis from learning universals to an individual “conversation” with experience, 
representations, and artifacts. The outcome of making is not known in advance and is 
unpredictable, therefore the learning experience of each student is discovery-based and 
individualized to particular systems of experimentation, exploration and judgment. Most 
importantly, making provides “objects-to-think-with” that allow each student to build their own 
structures of knowledge for future amplification and development in subsequent design studios 
and their careers.25 If making is the most basic of all our practical activities, the constitution of a 
maker is at the heart of all design activity. It follows, then, that making is the primary activity of 
beginning design curricula and pedagogy.   
 

“Design is no matter of condensation to a right answer.  Excitement  lies in infinite 
possibility...  in following paths to who-knows where. But there are pointers to unexplored 
territory...” 
        - Simon Unwin  
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